Mahler bases
1.1. Background. Fix a prime number p, let Z p denote the ring of padic integers, and Q p its fraction field. Mahler's theorem [6] states that the binomial coefficients x n (n ≥ 0) form an orthonormal basis for the p-adic Banach space C(Z p , Q p ) of continuous Q p -valued functions on Z p . In other words, every continuous function f from Z p to Q p has a unique uniformly convergent expansion
a n x n where a n → 0, and |f | sup = max |a n |. Conversely, every such expansion defines a continuous function. A fact closely related to Mahler's theorem is that the functions x n (n ≥ 0) form an algebraic basis for the Z p -module Int(Z p ) of polynomials over Q p which are integral valued on Z p . Various subspaces of C(Z p , Q p ) can be described by the asymptotic behavior of the Mahler coefficients a n . For example, f is Lipschitz if and only if inf(v(a n )−log p n) > −∞, where v is the p-adic valuation, and f is locally analytic if and only if v(a n ) − εn → ∞ for some ε > 0. 
Ehud de Shalit
The Banach dual of C(Z p , Q p ) is the space of p-adic measures on Z p , and is well known to be isomorphic to the Iwasawa algebra Q p ⊗Z p [[T ] ], convolution of measures corresponding to the usual multiplication of power-series. It is instructive to think of the Iwasawa algebra as the algebra of bounded rigid analytic functions on the open unit disk ∆. In the same vein, the algebra of locally analytic distributions is isomorphic to the algebra of all rigid analytic functions on ∆ (a result of Amice, which is equivalent to the characterization of locally analytic functions by their Mahler coefficients, mentioned above).
In this note we study the extensions of these results to the ring of integers of an arbitrary local field. Some of the results are not new, but for the sake of completeness and uniformity we have included them as well.
Let K be a local field, R its ring of integers, and π a uniformizer. Let q be the cardinality of the residue field κ = R/πR, and p = char(κ). The field K may be of characteristic 0 or p. We normalize the discrete valuation v on K × so that v(π) = 1. We let K be the completion of a fixed separable closure of K (when K is of characteristic 0 this is the field commonly denoted C p ).
We denote by C(R, K) the K-Banach space of continuous functions from R to K, with the sup norm. We denote by Int(R) the R-module of polynomials over K which are integral valued on R. Both C(R, K) and Int(R) have a ring structure, but until much later (cf. Section 6) we shall only be concerned with their additive structure. In Sections 1-4 we study the Mahler expansion of an f ∈ C(R, K) and characterize various subspaces of C(R, K) by means of the asymptotics of Mahler coefficients. In contrast to the classical case, there is no canonical choice of a Mahler basis such as the basis of binomial coefficients, so we axiomatize the concept of a Mahler basis and work with an arbitrary one.
This lack of a canonical basis prevents the analogue of the Iwasawa-Amice transform from being an isomorphism between algebras of measures (or distributions) and rings on functions on ∆. It is only an additive isomorphism. We explain this in Section 5. In a remarkable paper [10] Schneider and Teitelbaum discovered how to remedy this, at the expense of introducing a rigid analytic curve∆ which is a twisted version of ∆. Let L(R, K) be the space of locally K-analytic functions on R, topologized as in Section 4.1. The space of locally analytic distributions L(R, K) is its topological dual. The main result of [10] is a canonical isomorphism of algebras between L(R, K) and the ring of rigid analytic functions on∆. Section 6 is a self-contained exposition of the results of Schneider and Teitelbaum. Except for Proposition 6.1, for which we found an elementary proof, we follow their paper rather closely.
Our exposition employs Lubin-Tate groups, but in a way this is a "red herring", allowing us to present elegant proofs for some of the claims, but not an essential ingredient in itself. (Lubin-Tate groups will reappear in an essential way in Section 6, when we discuss the construction of Schneider and Teitelbaum.)
Mahler bases.
For n ≥ 0, let
and let a n ⊂ K be the fractional ideal of leading coefficients of polynomials from Int n (R). If f n ∈ Int(R) is a polynomial of degree n whose leading coefficient generates a n , then Int n (R) = Int n−1 (R) ⊕ Rf n . A sequence {f n } n≥0 as above will be called a Mahler basis. Note that f n is unique up to multiplication by a unit and addition of an R-linear combination of f 0 , . . . , f n−1 . For every n ≥ 1 write
It is well known (cf. [3, Prop. 1.3]) that (1.5) a n = π −wq(n) R.
We give two examples of Mahler bases. To construct the first, let T be the set of Teichmuller representatives for κ in R (consisting of the roots of unity of order q − 1 and the element 0). Let
It is easy to check that this is an integral-valued polynomial of degree n, and since its leading coefficient generates a n , the g n form a Mahler basis. This example appears already in [2] .
For the second example we refer to [11] . Let F be a Lubin-Tate formal group law over R associated with the prime π [5] . We denote by t its parameter. The ring R acts as endomorphisms of F, and we denote by (1.9) [x](t) = xt + · · · + c n (x)t n + · · · the endomorphism corresponding to x ∈ R, uniquely determined by the condition [x] (0) = x. As a function of x, the coefficient c n is a polynomial of degree at most n over K. This is seen by using the equation
to deduce a recursive relation for the c n . Since c n (x) ∈ R for x ∈ R these polynomials belong to Int(R). In [11] 
is of degree n and its leading coefficient has valuation −w q (n). The {f n } form our second example of a Mahler basis.
Remark 1.1. It is not possible to replace the f n by the c n in general. In fact, for n that are not of the form q m the c n need not be of degree n. As an example, let F be the formal group law of the elliptic curve
, with respect to the formal parameter t = −x/y. Then c n (x) = 0 unless n ≡ 1 mod 4. We call the formal group law F neat if for every n, deg c n (x) = n and its leading coefficient λ n has valuation v(λ n ) = −w q (n). For neat Lubin Tate formal group laws, the {c n } also form a Mahler basis. It can be shown that neat formal group laws exist. In a certain sense, they are generic. 
where a n → 0, and |f | sup = max |a n |. Conversely, every such series converges uniformly and represents a continuous function.
We call a n the nth Mahler coefficient of f (with respect to the particular basis).
Proof. Part (iii) follows from (i) by a standard argument, and (i) is a consequence of (ii). It is clear that thef n are linearly independent over κ, or otherwise the f n would not span Int(R) over R. A dimension count therefore reduces the proof of the theorem to the verification thatf n , for n < q m , is constant on cosets of π m R. Since the validity of this statement is independent of the particular Mahler basis at hand (if g n is another Mahler basis, each g n is an R-linear combination of f 0 , . . . , f n ) we may choose to work with the f n s from the second example. It is enough to prove thatc n , for n < q m , is constant on cosets of π m R. This, in turn, follows from the following lemma.
whereF is the reduction modulo π of F . ButF is of π-height h, where q = p h , so {π} = ut q + (higher terms), and the lemma follows.
We remark that we could have concluded the proof of Theorem 1.2 with the aid of the basis (1.8) as well. For a generalization of the last lemma, see Proposition 2.4 below. As a corollary we get that the Weierstrass approximation theorem holds in K. Another corollary is the following. Let {f n } be a Mahler basis and let The locally constant (or step) functions S(R, K) are precisely those admitting a finite expansion in terms of the χ r . The largest l(r), for χ r appearing in the expansion of f ∈ S(R, K), is the smallest l ≥ 0 such that f is constant on cosets of π l R. We call it the level of f, and denote it by l(f ). Thus
The last observation holds in fact with K replaced by any commutative ring L. 
The modulo-k level and the level-l modulus.
We record the definitions of the level-l-modulus and the mod-k-level of a function f ∈ C(R, K) side by side:
Lemma 2.2. If f ∈ C(R, K) and
is the wavelet expansion of f, then
we may assume that f is R-valued. Passing to f mod π k we see that the lemma is equivalent to the assertion that the level of an f ∈ S(R, R/π k R) is the maximal l(r) for r such that χ r appears in the support of f . This follows from the previous lemma, with
Lemma 2.3. We have the following inequalities
k l (f + g) ≥ min {k l (f ), k l (g)} (2.5) l k (f + g) ≤ max {l k (f ), l k (g)} . (2.6) Equality holds if k l (f ) = k l (g) (resp. l k (f ) = l k (g)).
The relation between the Mahler coefficients and the wavelet coefficients.
We turn to examine the expansion of a Mahler basis in the basis of wavelets. Lemma 1.3 can be rephrased as saying that l 1 (f n ) ≤ m as long as n < q m . We now generalize it.
We may therefore prove the proposition for a particular Mahler basis, and once again we choose to work with the second example from Section 1.2.
It follows that the coefficients c n (x) and c n (x + y) of t n are congruent modulo π k if n < q l+1−k and |y| ≤ |π l |. This proves the proposition for the c n , and from there it follows for the f n as well, as they are products of c n with smaller or equal indices.
Proof. Invert the matrix (b n,r ) .
The proposition and the corollary are the analogue of Proposition 1.21 of [4] . If we let l(n) (the length of n in its expansion in base q) stand for the smallest m such that n < q m then they are also equivalent to the inequalities
They also yield the following:
If k = 1 these inclusions are equalities, in general they are not. The subspace f k 0 , f k 1 , . . . , f k n is nevertheless independent of the particular Mahler basis. Can one describe it?
The Lipschitz condition
The results of this section can probably be deduced also from [2] . A function f ∈ C(R, K) is Lipschitz (of order 1) if there is a positive constant A such that
We denote the subspace of Lipschitz functions by Lip(R). Since it contains the locally constant functions, it is dense in C(R, K).
Lemma 3.1. The following are equivalent
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is clear. As to the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) note that if
The converse is equally easy. 
Corollary 3.2. Let b r (f ) (for r ∈ R) be the wavelet coefficients of f ∈ C(R, K). Then f ∈ Lip(R) if and only if
r∈R is a norm-preserving isomorphism of Lip(R) with the Banach space l ∞ (R) of all bounded functions on R, hence Lip(R) is complete.
For example, |χ r | Lip = |π −l(r) |, and if {f n } is a Mahler basis, |f n | Lip = |π −l(n) | (recall that l(n) is the least m ≥ 0 such that n < q m ). In fact, we have the following characterization of the Lipschitz condition in terms of the Mahler coefficients of f .
Proof. Since
we have
In a completely analogous way, using the inequality
When R = Z p this proposition amounts to Theorem 53.4 in [8] . Note that l(n) ≈ log q n. 
Locally analytic functions and
Here we denote by K the completion of a fixed separable closure of K, by d(x, R) the distance from x to the compact set R, and by D(a, ρ) the affinoid disk in K with center a and radius ρ. K) ) and we endow the space
of locally analytic functions with the inductive limit locally convex topology. See [9] for nonarchimedean functional analysis.
Orthonormal bases in L h (R, K).
Consider the polynomials g n defined in (1.8). Let 
Proof. Fix s ∈ R h and consider the polynomial (ii) When h ≤ m we break Γ(u) into the product over r = s mod π h and the product over r ≡ s mod π h , where in the latter we use the substitution
Note that in the first product |π h | < |s − r|. Since
becomes, in the region |u| ≤ 1, the product of a polynomial with constant absolute value 1, and the polynomial (4.14)
so part (ii) follows.
The following was proved for R = Z p by Amice. We follow Colmez's survey paper [4] , Théorème I.4.7. 
The previous lemma implies that if we write 
Amice's theorem. This theorem characterizes functions in L(R, K)
in terms of the asymptotic decay of their Mahler coefficients. When R = Z p , it was proved in [1] . View also [4] , Corollaire I.4.8.
Theorem 4.3. Let {f n } be a Mahler basis, and f = a n f n ∈ C(R, K). Then f ∈ L(R, K) if and only if there exists an
Proof. The criterion being independent of the particular Mahler basis, we may work with the g n of (1.8). Recall that f ∈ L(R, K) if and only if f ∈ L h (R, K) for some h, and by the last proposition, f ∈ L h (R, K) if and only if
where a n,h → 0. The relation between g n,h and g n yields a n,h = π −ω n,h a n where
As usual, the b i are the digits of n in base q. But
so the existence of h such that f ∈ L h (R, K) is equivalent to the existence of an ε > 0 such that v(a n ) − εn → ∞ as n → ∞. 
Measures, distributions and the
For example, if R = Z p and f n (x) = x n is the classical Mahler basis, this takes the familiar form
The following proposition is obvious, and encodes the fact that the dual of the Banach space c 0 is l ∞ .
Proposition 5.1 (Iwasawa, Mahler). The map µ → A µ is a norm preserving isomorphism of K-Banach spaces between C(R, K) and K ⊗ R[[z]], which depends on the choice of a Mahler basis.
Since K ⊗ R [[z] ] are just the K-rational bounded holomorphic functions in the open unit disk (5.3) ∆ = {z ∈ K; |z| < 1} , and since the sup norm of such a function is the maximum of the absolute values of the coefficients in the power series representing it (the Gauss norm), we get the following corollary.
Corollary 5.2. The map µ → A µ is a norm preserving isomorphism of K-Banach spaces between C(R, K) and the space O(∆) b of K-rational bounded holomorphic functions on ∆ (with the sup norm), which depends on the choice of a Mahler basis.

The subring R[[z]
] of holomorphic functions on ∆ which are bounded by 1 is the classical Iwasawa algebra. The Iwasawa-Mahler transform of δ x , the Dirac measure at x ∈ R, will also be written A δx = A x , so that
We emphasize that the isomorphism does not respect the ring structure (convolution of measures on one side and multiplication of bounded holomorphic functions on the other side) except in the case R = Z p and the classical Iwasawa-Mahler transform. In this case A δx A δy = A δx * δy , or
It is easy to see that in general, there does not exist a Mahler basis that will make the transform a ring isomorphism. The fact that in the classical case the Iwasawa-Mahler transform respects the multiplicative structure is crucial in Colmez' work on the p-adic local Langlands correpondence. There does not seem to be a satisfactory description of the K-Banach algebra C(R, K) as a ring of holomorphic functions, except when K = Q p . However, when one replaces continuous distributions by locally analytic ones, the same question has been answered in the affirmative by Schneider and Teitelbaum [10] using Lubin-Tate theory. We explain the connection between our point of view, based on the notion of Mahler bases, and their results, below.
Locally analytic distributions and the Amice transform.
We first generalize the Iwasawa-Mahler transform to locally analytic distributions, where it will be called the Amice transform. Recall that the space of locally analytic distributions is the topological dual L(R, K) of L(R, K).
Some rings of holomorphic functions.
As above, let ∆ be the open unit disk, viewed as a rigid analytic space over K. Let∆ be its complement in P 1 (K) :
For any K-rational rigid open set U ⊂ P 1 (K) we denote by O(U ) the ring of K-rational holomorphic (rigid analytic) functions on U, and by O(U ) b the subring of bounded ones. If U = U n where each U n is an affinoid and U n ⊂⊂ U n+1 then we topologize O(U ) as the inverse limit of the K-Banach algebras O(U n ), and as such it becomes a K-Fréchèt space. On O(U ) b we put the supremum norm, in which it is complete (Banach).
Consider the two rings
The first is the K-Banach algebra of functions which are holomorphic oṅ ∆ and vanish at ∞. The second is its subring consisting of overconvergent functions, i.e. those which converge on (5.9)∆ r = {z ∈ K||z| ≥ r} ∪ {∞} for some r < 1. We topologize it as the direct limit of the K-Banach algebras O(∆ r ) 0 . It is then a space of compact type [9] . The topological duals of these two spaces are, respectively,
with their Banach (resp. Fréchèt) topology. The duality pairing is
where the residue res is the coefficient of z −1 dz. We emphasize that although the second pair of spaces are reflexive [9] , so O(∆) † 0 is also the topological dual of O(∆), this is not true of the first pair. The space O(∆) b is the dual of O(∆) 0 , but not vice versa, just as l ∞ is the dual of c 0 , but not the other way around. 
Relation to
to L(R, K) .
This extension, which we call the Amice transform, is an isomorphism between L(R, K) and O(∆). This is clear from the discussion in the previous section. We summarize everything in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3. Fix a Mahler basis {f n } as above. Then Mahler expansions and the Amice transform induce topological isomorphisms
of K-Banach spaces (and their Banach duals) and
of spaces of compact type (and their Fréchèt duals). The isomorphisms are compatible with duality.
Some rings of p-adic
Hodge theory. This subsection will not be needed in what follows, and we include it for convenience and reference only. In p-adic Hodge theory one considers the following spaces, which are closed under multiplication.
(5.14)
This ring, introduced by Fontaine, is in fact a field, and the non-archimedean norm sup |a n | is a multiplicative Banach norm on it, i.e. E is p-adically complete. Note that power series in E need not converge anywhere 2 . The unit ball O E in E is a Cohen ring for the field κ((z)) (a complete discrete valuation ring with κ((z)) as a residue field). The Iwasawa algebra
Similarly, we can put together the locally analytic functions and distributions to get
Here ∆ [r,1) = {z| r ≤ |z| < 1} . This is the Robba ring 3 . The "common part" of E and R is the bounded Robba ring
The ring E is the p-adic completion of E † . We note that it is impossible to make a larger ring in which both E and R embed by taking the direct sum of C(R, K) with L(R, K) . The collection of power series obtained in this way will not form a ring.
Relation to p-adic Fourier theory
From now on we assume that we are in the "mixed characteristic case" (6.1) char(K) = 0.
Recall of the results of Schneider and Teitelbaum.
As indicated above, the Mahler expansion, and dually, the Iwasawa-Mahler-Amice transform µ → A µ , depend on the choice of a Mahler basis. In addition, the Amice transform is a norm preserving isomorphism of K-Banach spaces (for measures) or K-Fréchèt spaces (for locally analytic distributions), but does not respect the multiplicative structures given by convolution on C(R, K) (resp. L(R, K) ), and by multiplication in O(∆) b (resp. O(∆)), except in the classical case. In a beautiful but somewhat overlooked paper [10] , Schneider and Teitelbaum found that, for the locally analytic distributions, both problems can be fixed if we replace the unit disk ∆ by a twisted version. This twisted version is a rigid analytic space∆ defined over K, which becomes isomorphic to ∆ over K, or, somewhat better, over a large complete subfield of K which will be described in due course. The main result of Schneider and Teitelbaum is the construction of a canonical K-algebra isomorphism
An equivalent formulation is that over K there is an isomorphism of topological K-algebras between L(R, K) and the ring O(∆, K) of K-rational holomorphic functions on the unit disk. This isomorphism is Galois equivariant for the natural action on L(R, K) , and for a twisted Galois action on O(∆, K), so descends to an isomorphism between L(R, K) and O(∆).
The approach taken by Schneider and Teitelbaum is Fourier-analytic. They begin by analyzing the locally K-analytic characters of R. For any complete field K ⊂ L ⊂ K, denote by X(L) the group of locally K-analytic
When R = Z p every continuous character is locally analytic, so X is represented by the open unit disk ∆, the point z ∈ ∆(L) corresponding to the character χ z ∈ X(L) given by
Viewed as a function of x, χ z (x) is locally analytic and its Mahler coefficients are z n . Viewed as a function of z (for a fixed x), we see that χ z (x) is holomorphic (rigid analytic) in ∆. In this caseÃ µ = A µ is given by
In the following sections we give an account of the paper [10] .
Lubin-Tate groups and the description of X(K).
Lubin-Tate groups and their Cartier duals.
Recall that in Chapter 1 we introduced a Lubin-Tate formal group law F associated to the uniformizer π [5] . This formal group law is a certain power series
, and the formal group G /R that it defines depends only on π, up to isomorphism. According to the well-known equivalence between formal groups and p-divisible groups [12] , giving G is the same as giving a certain p-divisible group G over R. Its special fiber G /κ is connected, onedimensional and of p-height [K : Q p ]. Moreover, G carries an action of R as endomorphisms, so G becomes a formal R-module, and as such has π-height [κ :
The precise relation between F and G is the following. The p-divisible group G is a direct system (G n ) of finite flat group schemes (G n = G[p n ]). Each G n = Spec(A n ) where A n is finite and flat over R, and is equipped with a co-multiplication making it into a Hopf algebra. In fact,
and the co-multiplication in A is given by the original power series F .
where by Hom we mean homomorphisms of finite flat group schemes. Let K ⊂ L ⊂ K be a complete field over which G is trivialized (it is here that we need char.K = 0), and let S be the ring of integers of L. Since G n/S → Spec(S) is proper and separated, the valuative criterion for properness implies that
is a bijection. The action of R on G induces a dual action on G , and G n (L) becomes a cyclic R-module, noncanonically isomorphic to R/p n R. The Galois action on G n (L) is given by a character
These characters fit together to give τ : 
(inverse limit under multiplication-by-p maps) is free of rank 1 over R, and we let t be a generator. Then
6.2.2.
The period of G associated with t . Let µ denote the p-divisible group of roots of unity. Any t ∈ T determines a homomorphism of pdivisible groups from G /S to µ /S , or, what is the same, a homomorphism φ t of formal groups defined over S from G to G m . In terms of the canonical parameter X of G m , and the parameter Z of G corresponing to F, it is given by a power series
. We call Ω the period of the Lubin Tate group G associated with t (and the choice of the parameter Z), and denote it by Ω t when we wish to emphasize the dependence on t .
Recall that v has been normalized so that v(π) = 1. Let v(p) = e be the absolute ramification index of K. Part (i) of the following proposition was proved in the appendix to [10] using results of Fontaine. We give here an elementary power-series proof.
Proposition 6.1.
(i) Assume that t is a generator of T as an R-module. Then
(ii) For every σ ∈ Gal K , (6.14)
We need two lemmas.
Proof. Since Φ t is a group homomorphism, Φ t ([a]ω) = 0 for every a ∈ Z × p . But all the [a](ω), for a ∈ Z × p , have the same valuation. As a power series which converges on the open unit disk can have only finitely many zeroes of a given valuation, ω must be a torsion point.
The second lemma is well known [7] .
be a power series with coefficients in K, and assume that it converges for |Z| ≤ 1, and has no zeroes for 0 < |Z| < 1. Then |b i | ≤ 1, b i → 0, and on the annulus |Z| = 1, the function f has only finitely many zeroes. If |ζ| = 1 then either f has a zero in the residue disk |Z − ζ| < 1, in which case |f (Z)| < |b| throughout that disk, or |f (Z)| = |b| for every Z satisfying |Z − ζ| < 1.
Proof. (i) Let ρ ∈ K be an element of valuation v(ρ) = 1/(q − 1) and consider
which clearly converges for |Z| ≤ 1. Suppose that f (ζ) = 0, where 0 < |ζ| < 1. Then Φ t (ω) = 0 for ω = ρζ, and by the first lemma ω must be a torsion point of G. But the smallest non-zero torsion points of the Lubin-Tate group G are of valuation 1/(q − 1). This contradiction shows that f does not have any zero in 0 < |Z| < 1, so the assumptions of the second lemma are satisfied. This lemma tells us then that we may find the valuation of ρΩ by looking at |f (Z)| on any residue disk inside the annulus |Z| = 1, where f does not have any zero. Look at the q − 1 non-zero π-torsion points of G, which lie on the annulus v(Z) = 1/(q − 1) and are mapped by Φ t to the set
We claim that at least one of them does not map to 0. In fact, if they all map to 0, the homomorphism φ t would factor through [π], and t would not be a generator of T as an R-module. Let ω = ρζ be a π-torsion point of G which maps to ε = 0. Then |ζ| = 1 and f (ζ) = Φ t (ω) = ε. But f does not have any zeroes in the residue disk |Z − ζ| < 1, because ζ is the only point in its residue disk for which ρζ is a torsion point of G, and Φ t can only vanish at torsion points. It follows that
As v(ε) = e/(p − 1) and v(ρ) = 1/(q − 1), part (i) follows.
(ii) Consider the homomorphism
It is easily checked that its effect on any element of G n (K), for any n, is the same as that of φ t , hence they must coincide. Comparing the coefficient of Z in the power series representing both homomorphisms, we get part (ii).
Part (iii) is obvious.
The characters χ z,t (x).
For any Z ∈ G(K), i.e. Z ∈ K with |Z| < 1, viewed as a point on the Lubin-Tate formal group G via the parameter Z, and any t ∈ T , we let (6.21) t , Z = 1 + Φ t (Z) = 1 + ΩZ + · · · ∈ U 1 (K).
Using the logarithm log F of the formal group law F we can also write (6.22) t , Z = exp(Ω log F (Z)).
Note that this is a power series with coefficients in the ring of integers S. For x ∈ R and z ∈ G(K) let Since χ z,t (x + y) = χ z,t (x) · χ z,t (y), this is a locally analytic character, i.e.
(6.24) χ z,t ∈ X(K) ⊂ L(R, K).
If r ∈ R we let rt = t • [r]. Then C n,t (x)z n where C n,t ∈ Int n (R, S) (S-valued polynomials on R of degree at most n), C 0,t = 1 and (6.28) C n,t (x) ≡ Ω t c n (x) mod Int n−1 (R, S).
In the notation of [10] , C n,t (x) = P n (Ωx). We conclude that for a fixed x, χ z,t (x) is a rigid analytic function of z, and is in fact a homomorphism from G(K) to U 1 (K).
For a fixed z, χ z,t (x) is a locally analytic function of x. Choosing a Mahler basis {f n } and expanding (6. analytic groups over K, without going into detailed computations. However, in [10, Theorem 3.6] , the authors do better. They find two explicit, increasing and exhausting sequences of affinoid subdomains (in T ⊗ R G and X respectively) that map isomorphically to each other. The precise knowledge of v(Ω t ) for a generator of T becomes indispensible here. In any case, T ⊗ R G ∆ and X are proved to be isomorphic as rigid analytic group varieties over K. By Galois descent we conclude that X is isomorphic over K to the K-form∆ of the unit disk given by the (cohomology class of the) continuous 1-cocycle (6.34) τ ∈ H 1 (Gal K , Aut K (∆)).
For any complete K ⊂ L ⊂ K,
Gal L
X(L).
In particular,∆ becomes isomorphic to the unit disk over the splitting field of G .
The isomorphism L(R, K) O(∆).
6.3.1. Definition ofÃ µ and first properties. Let µ ∈ L(R, K) and define (6.36)Ã µ (t ⊗ z) = R χ z,t (x)dµ(x).
Substituting the power series expansion of χ z,t (x) (in z) and integrating we see at once that for a fixed t , (6.37)
is a rigid analytic function of z in the unit disk. From the corresponding properties of χ z,t (x) we get (6.38) A µ,rt (z) = A rµ,t (z) = A µ,t ([r](z)).
Here the R-action on µ is the one that extends the action rδ x = δ rx . In particular, if σ ∈ Gal K then σ(t ) = τ (σ)t , so (6.39) A µ,σ(t ) (z) = A τ (σ)µ,t (z) = A µ,t ([τ (σ)](z)).
The map µ →Ã µ is an algebra homomorphism. It is enough to check it for Dirac measures δ x and δ y , where it follows from (6.40) χ z,t (x + y) = χ z,t (x)χ z,t (y).
It is also Galois-equivariant. It therefore descends to a homomorphism (6.41) L(R, K) → O(∆).
6.3.2.
The main theorem of [10] .
Theorem 6.5. The map µ →Ã µ is an isomorphism of K-Fréch èt algebras between L(R, K) and O(∆).
Proof. The theorem is a consequence of all that has been done, and the general fact that the Fourier transform
is a Galois-equivariant isomorphism. This is [10, Theorem 2.3].
